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O
ver the past decade, self-assembly
(SA) of semiconductor nanocryst-
als (NCs) into ordered superstruc-

tures has gained increasing attention
because of their technological applications
in nanoscale devices.1�4 Assembling NCs can
generate new collective properties, which
are different from single NC yielding new
nanostructures with versatile functions.5,6 A
thorough understanding of the SA mecha-
nism of NCs to organize into ordered one-
(1D), two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D)
superstructures is thus one of the key topics
of future nanoscience.7 Semiconductor SA is
a complex phenomenon that depends on
the interplay of several physical factors and
competing interactions of different nature.
First, the NC shape and size will largely
impact the NC assembly.8 Second, a wide
range of interactions plays an important
role in SA of NCs including the cohesive
forces of the bulk material as well as long-
range electrostatic multipole interactions,
hydrophobic forces or hydrogen bonding
and dispersive van der Waal ones.5,9�11

Therefore, depending on the NC system,

there is a complex competition that will
finally lead to specific SA. Here, we study
the mechanism behind SA in zinc oxide
(ZnO) NCs that have attracted great atten-
tion because of their potential application
fields such as solar cells, photocatalysis, UV
lasing or chemical sensing.12�15 In addition
to these applications, studying the SAmecha-
nism for ZnO NCs is also of great funda-
mental importance as this type of particles
represents an interesting model system
because of their large pallet of shapes and
sizes that can be obtained with or without
surface ligands. Furthermore, ZnO pos-
sesses internal electric fields due to the
hexagonal wurtzite structure that generate,
together with shape and ligand related
forces, a complex parameter space of SA
driving forces.16�18 Previously, ZnO hexag-
onal pyramids with tail-to-tail pairs or head-
to-tail self-assembled chains (the defi-
nition of the different ZnO pyramid assem-
blies is given in Supporting Information
through Table S1) were reported.11,19 By
controlling the absence of ligands and
the environmental constraints, the authors
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ABSTRACT Self-assembly (SA) of nanostructures has recently gained increasing

interest. A clear understanding of the process is not straightforward since SA of

nanoparticles is a complex multiscale phenomenon including different driving forces.

Here, we study the SA between aluminum doped ZnO nanopyramids into couples by

combining inorganic chemistry and advanced electron microscopy techniques with

atomistic simulations. Our results show that the SA of the coupled nanopyramids is

controlled first by morphology, as coupling only occurs in the case of pyramids with

well-developed facets of the basal planes. The combination of electron microscopy

and atomistic modeling reveals that the coupling is further driven by strong

ligand�ligand interaction between the bases of the pyramids as dominant force, while screening effects due to Al doping or solvent as well as

core�core interaction are only minor contributions. Our combined approach provides a deeper understanding of the complex interplay between the

interactions at work in the coupled SA of ZnO nanopyramids.

KEYWORDS: self-assembly . dipole�dipole force . ligands . electron tomography . ZnO nanocrystal .
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could attribute the SA properties to the relative orien-
tation of ZnO NCs dipoles. In an other study, tail-to-tail
SA could also be observed for ligand-controlled syn-
thesis of ZnO nanopyramids.20 Here again, the SA
process was found to be the result of opposite polar-
ization of the pyramids yielding an attraction between
bases with different charges. The authors proposed
that the SA is related to well-developed facets of the
basal planes, but mentioned also that a clear explana-
tion for systematic tail-to-tail coupling between two
perfect and faceted hexagonal pyramids is still missing.
Recent advances in the field of transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) make it possible to obtain two-
dimensional (2D) images with a spatial resolution of
down to 50 pm.21 On top of that, 3D imaging, so-called
electron tomography, yields important information,
particularly on the self-assembly of NC.3,9,10,22�24

Moreover, it was shown that the combination of
aberration corrected TEM and modeling techniques is
a very powerful approach to obtain a thorough under-
standing of the process of SA.9

In this work, we apply advanced 2D and 3D tech-
niques, in combination with atomistic simulations to
study the SA of ZnO nanopyramids, here considered as
a prototype of NC self-assembly. We have focused our
attention on the coupling effect, which is especially
prominent for particles that yield a pronounced pyr-
amidal shape. Since the 3D aspects are very impor-
tant for SA, high-angle annular dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) is
combined with tomography. Other advanced tech-
niques such as aberration corrected high-resolution
transmission electronmicroscopy (HRTEM), energy dis-
persive X-ray (EDX) mapping, high resolution HAADF-
STEM and annular bright-field (ABF)-STEM are used to
acquire extra information about the interconnection of
the pyramids. In addition, we performed Model Poten-
tial Molecular Dynamics (MPMD) simulations of large
ZnO pyramids bearing stearic acid molecules as sur-
face ligands on their base.
On the basis of the combination of TEM results and

MPMD simulations, we elucidate on the critical role of
ligand�ligand forces in the SA stability, suggesting a
mechanism in which the long-range electrostatic
forces of ZnO pyramids are overcome by molecular
forces in the self-assembled coupled pyramids.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION

ZnO nanopyramids have previously been obtained
using different synthesis routes.11,20,25�29 In this study,
we choose a synthesis route of ZnO hexagonal nano-
pyramids following a procedure developed by Zhizhen
Ye et al.30 The work of Zhizhen Ye et al. focused on the
effect of the dopant on the shape evolution of ZnO
nanoparticles by using several dopants such as Mg, Cd
and Ni demonstrating that in addition to altering the
atomic compositionof the nanocrystals the introduction

of specific dopants lead to dramatic changes in the NC
morphology. They observed shape modification from
nanopyramids to tetrapods and nanowires depending
on the molar ratio of dopant precursor in the reagents.
Furthermore, Zhizhen Ye et al. showed that pyramidal
shaped NCs are obtained without additional dopants,
however the shape and size distribution of the ob-
tained pyramidal NCs were irregular and, importantly,
no specific SA properties were observed. In our case,
we used aluminum acetylacetonate (Al(acac)3) as
dopant to produce Al doped ZnO NCs of different
shape. The injection of octadecanol at high tempera-
ture (200 �C) allowed the formation of the Al-doped
ZnO nanopyramids. We found that the Al precursor
introduces only small modification in the shape of the
NCs compared to the work of Zhizhen Ye et al. as it can
be seen in Supporting Information Figures S1. Our
syntheses without using Al dopant generate elongated
pyramidal NCs with strong variation in size and shape.
In contrast, homogeneously shaped and sized nano-
pyramids were obtained for an Al concentration
between 0.3 at. % and 0.75 at. %, whereas higher Al
concentrations lead to pyramids but with strong mor-
phological perturbations. This indicates that the role of
Al dopant in the control of the NC shape is different to
the others dopant such as Mg, Cd and Ni studied by
Zhizhen Ye et al. Al dopingmainly leads to an improve-
ment in nanopyramid morphology and a narrowing of
the size distribution for specific molar ratios. Impor-
tantly, we observed a pronounced self-assembled
coupling between nanopyramids along their base.
The amount of coupled nanopyramids compared to
the total amount of NCs depends on the Al doping
concentration. Only for Al concentration of 0.3% and
0.75% the coupling was strong, whereas for higher
concentrations or dopant free synthesis, the coupling
SA is less pronounced or not existing, respectively. An
overview image showing the different NCs shapes and
their self-assembly into couples is presented in Figure 1a,
while Supporting Information Table S2 summaries
the observations. It is worthmentioning that Al doping
not only modifies the shape and the coupling of the
NCs, but also changes the numbers of free carriers
inside the ZnO NCs by replacement of Zn2þ with Al3þ

ions.31,32 The incorporation of the Al ions in the ZnO
crystal was demonstrated by EDX mapping on individ-
ual tail-to-tail pyramid couples (see Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S5) for which a homogeneous distri-
bution of Al3þ ions inside the nanopyramids was
found. The impact of free charge carriers generated
via Al doping on the optical properties of ZnO can be
studied from fluorescence spectroscopy. The green
emission of ZnO centered at 500 nm is generally
caused by intrinsic defects such as oxygen vacancies
and zinc interstitials.33 The fluorescence spectra pre-
sented in Supporting Information Figure S2 show
that the emission of the defect band decreases with
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increasing Al doping. The reduction of the defect
emission can be attributed to the suppression of the
intrinsic defects by the inclusion of the Al ions in the
ZnO crystal.34 The evolution of the defect peak with Al
concentration indicates thus an increased amount of Al
ions in the ZnO crystal. Thus, we could show that Al
doping not only impacts directly the shapes and sizes
of the NCs, but also changes the electronic properties
of the NC in terms of amount of free charge carriers
inside the NC.31 Free charge carriers can introduce
screening effects during SA processes and has there-
fore to be considered for understanding the SA
properties of the ZnO nanopyramids. We can already
state at this point that pronounced SA of ZnO NCs
mainly occurs for intermediate doping levels, for
which the nanopyramids are homogeneous in
shape and size pointing out the dominant role of
the ZnO NC morphology. A deeper analysis on pos-
sible screening effects induced by free charges and

their impact on ZnO NCs SA is discussed in later
section of this work.
Another important question is whether the coupling

occurs already in solution or at the moment when NCs
are deposited onto carbon grids for TEM investigations.
To answer this question, TEM analyses were performed
by using graphene liquid cells.35,36 As illustrated in
Supporting Information Figure S3, these analyses show
that coupling of nanopyramids is already present in
solution.
To understand the origin of the SA in detail, we

applied HAADF-STEM to ZnO nanopyramids with
0.75% Al, a preparation that showed the highest
degree of tail-to-tail coupling. The HAADF-STEM image
in Figure 1b shows nanopyramids yielding a quasi-
equilateral triangular shape and an average size be-
tween 30 and 40 nm. A systematic coupling is observed
although the pyramids are not in direct contact. The
HRTEM image shown in Figure 1c demonstrates that

Figure 1. (a) Conventional bright-field TEM overview revealing the systematic coupling of ZnO nanopyramids. (b) HAADF-
STEMoverview of the coupled ZnO nanopyramids. (c) HR-TEM image of a coupled ZnO nanopyramid viewed along the [1120]
zone axis. The enlarged part highlights the presence of organic ligands between the bases. (d) Volume rendering of the
3D reconstruction presented along different viewing directions. (e) Three mutually perpendicular slices through the
3D reconstructions.
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the base of the pyramids is parallel to the {0001}
planes and perpendicular to the [0001] c-axis corre-
sponding to a common growth direction of the ZnO
NCs. The edges are parallel to the {1101} planes. The
viewing axis corresponds to the [1120] direction of the
wurtzite structure for at least one of the pyramids in the
pairs (more details about the crystallographic rela-
tion are available in Supporting Information Figure S4).
As demonstrated in the inset of Figure 1c, the lateral
facets of the nanopyramids are sharp but show ele-
mentary steps on an atomic scale; the base of the
pyramids however is atomically flat. As organic ligands
such as stearates are released during the synthesis of
the ZnO NCs, it is to be expected that they are present
at the surface of the pyramids.30 High resolution TEM
(HR-TEM) does not show an organic layer at the side
facets, however the basal planes are connected
through a thin (1.5�2 nm thick) layer. EDX mapping
on individual tail-to-tail pyramid couples was per-
formed and produces a high carbon signal between
the pyramids (see Supporting Information Figure S5).
Therefore, we conclude that the layer most probably
consists of organic ligands still present between the
twopyramids after the synthesis. This suggests that the
coupling process might be influenced by ligands that
are only localized on the well-developed facets of the
basal plane, i.e. the (0001) surfaces. Given the organic
nature of the layer, it is not possible to obtain further
information on their detailed structure by TEM. As
mentioned, we only observed these ligands at high
concentration between the bases of the coupled pyr-
amids whereas lateral surfaces are almost ligand free.
The selective interaction with basal planes could be
attributed to its polar nature providing additional
attractive forces with carboxylic groups. Taking into
account that the stearate concentration is very high
during synthesis and that a ligand monolayer should
be generated all over the surface due to the efficient
grafting of stearates to the ZnO surface, we can expect
that they are present on all faces during synthesis. As
postsynthesis washing steps were used before TEM
analysis, it is therefore reasonable to think that most
ligands are removed during washing steps. The fact
that intercalated ligandmonolayers between the bases
of the coupled pyramids have not been affected by the
washing steps indicate their high stability. This goes in
line with our observation that redispersion of the
washed samples in different solvents (see Supporting
Information) could not disassemble the nanopyramid
couples.
To confirm the hexagonal pyramid morphology and

entirely characterize the 3D shape of the strongly
faceted and coupled nanopyramids, electron tomog-
raphy was applied. Therefore, a tilt series of 2D HAADF-
STEM images was acquired, aligned and combined
through a mathematical algorithm. HAADF-STEM
images acquired at different tilt angles are presented

in the Supporting Information (Figure S6). The result
of the 3D reconstruction is illustrated in Figure 1d
through a volume rendering. Faceting of the pyramids
iswell highlightedby this 3D visualization andprovides
direct proof for the different morphological models
that were suggested using different techniques in
earlier studies.11,17,29 A random rotation of the bases
is observed for each couple through the electron
tomography reconstruction. Some pairs are well
aligned whereas others are misaligned such that cor-
ners of one of the hexagonal base correspond to edges
of the other one. Figure 1e shows 3 perpendicular
slices through the reconstruction. These cross sections
confirm the pyramidal morphology and show that the
base of the pyramids is very close to a regular hexagon,
although slightly distorted in some of the pyramid
couples. The symmetry that is observed between the
top and bottom of the coupled structure proves that
attached pyramids have a quasi-identical morphology.
The orthoslices also suggest that dimples are present
at the bottom of the pyramids. However, despite of the
systematic presence of the dimples in their center, the
basal planes appear very flat and parallel within each
couple.
To better understand the coupling process, high

resolution HAADF-STEM images of the connecting area
between the pyramids are acquired (Figure 2a). It
seems that despite some misalignment of the pyra-
mids, the c-axis of the top one exactly coincides with
the c-axis of the bottom one. The HAADF-STEM image
was acquired such that the atomic columns of the
bottom pyramid are oriented along the [1120] zone
axis. At the same time, the (0001) planes of the upper
pyramid can be observed. Since the {0001} planes can
be observed in both pyramids it is confirmed that they
are accurately parallel and perpendicular to a common
c-axis. This means that the misalignment between the
pyramids corresponds to a rotation around their com-
mon c-axis. The results indicate that the SA process is
independent of possible alignment of ZnO NC bases
and allows for rotational freedom around the c-axis.
In earlier studies,20 the coupling of the nanopyra-

mids was attributed to the intrinsic polarity along the
[0001] direction of the ZnO nanoparticles. Indeed, ZnO
is a wurtzite-type crystal that can be described as a
number of alternating planes composed of 4-fold
tetrahedrally coordinated O2� and Zn2þ ions stacked
alternatively along the c-axis. One face of the hexag-
onal sheet is Zn rich and forms the (0001) planes
whereas the opposite face is O rich and forms the
(0001) planes. Thus, the ZnO crystals are polar in nature
along the [0001] axis. The orientation of the O-(0001)
and Zn-(0001) planes relatively to the c-axis deter-
mines whether the tip of the nanopyramid structure
points toward the [0001] or the [0001] direction. This
feature is of high importance since it defines the
polarization of the pyramids and would lead to a
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preferential coupling of bases with different polariza-
tion. It is therefore important to study the polarity of
the nanopyramids. In addition, the termination of the
exposed polar-surfaces {1011} and {0001} will play a
very different role when binding to ligandmolecules.17

In the Supporting Information, atomic models show
the most stable atomic layers terminating the edges
and the base of the pyramids (Supporting Information
Figure S7).
Different methods exist to determine the polarity:

due to the noncentrosymmetry of the wurtzite struc-
ture, convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED)29,37

or selected area electron diffraction (SAED) by tilting
around the [0001] direction can be used.17 Electron
holography is also useful to map the localized charges
in the surfaces induced by the polarization.16 Recently,
the termination of wurtzite rod-shaped ZnSe/ZnS core/
shell nanoparticles was determined by the exit wave
reconstructions and verified by HAADF-STEM images.38

Here, we used a relatively novel method combining
HAADF-STEMandannular bright-field (ABF)-STEM imag-
ing, which allows mapping of lightest elements.39

This technique was successfully used in earlier studies
to determine the polarization of ZnO and GaN-AlN
nanowires.40

In Figure 2, HAADF-STEM (c) and ABF-STEM (d)
images, simultaneously acquired, are depicted. By in-
verting the contrast of the ABF-STEM image and super-
imposing it to the HAADF-STEM image with a
respectively red and green color map, we are able to
visualize Zn and O atomic columns along the [1120]
zone axis (Figure 2e,f). In Figure 2f, the orientations of
the Zn�O dumbbells corresponding to a specific
polarization are clear. Since O-planes correspond to
the (0001) surfaces and Zn planes to the (0001) sur-
faces, the orientation of the dumbbell relatively to the
c-axis gives the direction of the polarity of the nano-
pyramid. Here, the Zn atom is oriented toward the base
and O points toward the tip that corresponds to the
O-polarization according to the definition of the polar-
ity (Figure 2b). Since it is highly unlikely that the last
(0001) plane terminating the base of the pyramid
would correspond to half a Zn�O dumbell, it can be
expected that the base of the pyramid is Zn-terminated.
The corresponding model is presented in the Sup-
porting Information (Figure S7a,b). A similar approach
was applied to four other pyramids, and the same
unique O-polarization was found (see Supporting
Information S7c,d). This strongly suggests that the
nanopyramids in a couple are facing each other with
the same polarity. This is an important result since
apparently the tail-to-tail assembly of ZnO pyramids
occurs in the presence of repulsive forces induced by
the opposite polarization in coupled pyramids. Inter-
estingly, such tail-to-tail assembly of ZnO nanopyra-
mids with the same polarity could be observed by
Kotov et al.7,11 but only by using excluded volume
interactions of a polymer additive, while in our study,
the situation is completely different as ligands are
found to be present at the surface of the NCs. In
conclusion, our advanced electron microscopy tech-
niques could reveal first that ligands are present only
between the bases of coupled nanopyramids and may
be responsible for the SA process. Furthermore, the
SA process occurs with freedom of rotation around the
c-axis along and, more importantly, in the presence of
identical polarization of the coupled NCs.
To understand the origin of SA process of the Al

doped ZnOnanopyramids, we have to consider several
parameters. Considering first the dimples in the center
of the basal planes, it is possible that it is at the origin of
the SA as it could be indicative for the presence of a
seed from which both pyramids grow in an opposite
direction. The presence of such dimples at the base of
twinned NCs was so far observed in the cases of
twinned ZnO pyramids.41 Furthermore, Xuefei et al.

Figure 2. (a) HAADF-STEM images of the contact area of a
couple of nanopyramids. The bottom pyramids is oriented
along the [1120] zone axis and the top one is only in an
orientation perpendicular to the c-axis. (b) Definition of the
polarization for the ZnOwurtzite structure: Zn-polarity (left)
and O-polarity (right). (c) Atomic resolution aberration
corrected HAADF-STEM detail of the ZnOwurtzite structure
in a zoomed-in region of the edge of the nanopyramid. (d)
Atomic resolution aberration corrected ABF-STEM detail
from the same area as in (c). (e) Temperature colored detail
of the HAADF-STEM image (green colored) superimposed
with the ABF-STEM image (red colored) of the same
region. (f) Magnified detail of (e), superimposed with the
schematic wurtzite atomic structure (Zn atoms in green
and O atoms in red).
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observed coupling of ZnO cones via the growth of
nanocones with a dimple at the base from which a
second nanocone started to grow.42 In both cases, so
synthesized twinned ZnONCswere ofmicrometer size,
for which SA driven forces can be considered differ-
ently from those at nanoscale. To see whether the
presence of the dimples is related to the SA of the
nanopyramids in this work, we monitored the growth
of the NCs by TEM on aliquots from the reaction
solution at different times. As shown in Supporting
Information Figure S8, one can see that shape and size
of the NCs changes with growth time, but only well
shaped nanopyramids form coupling via SA with in-
creasing growth time. Thus, we can exclude a growth
mechanism based on a nucleation seed or a process
similar to the work of Xuefei et al. to be responsible for
the observed pyramid coupling. The dimples observed
here in the case of ZnO nanopyramids are thus not a
dominant parameter in the SA process. As these TEM
analyses have been performed with samples taken
from the synthesis solution, i.e., without postsynthesis
washing steps, it demonstrates further that the twin-
ning occurs already during the synthesis and not
during the washing steps.
The question arises now whether surface ligands

that were observed at high concentration between the
bases of the coupled pyramids are able to introduce
attractive forces between the NCs that enable to over-
come the long-range repulsive electrostatic forces of
ZnO pyramids. Furthermore, wementioned earlier that
Al doping of the ZnO NC not only changes the mor-
phology of the NCs but also generates free charge
carriers inside the pyramids. Thus, the role of Al doping
in the SA process in terms of screening of the electro-
static repulsive has to be considered. As the SA is
observed already in solution it is also of importance
to take into account solvent effects that are able to
generate screening effects.
To clarify the role of the different parameters in-

volved in the coupling of the pyramids, we performed
Model PotentialMolecularDynamics (MPMD) simulations

of ZnO pyramids bearing stearic acid molecules as
surface ligands on the base. Therefore, we generated
models of hexagonal ZnO pyramids (the smallest
model contained >4000 atoms) with Zn terminated
(0001)-bases and six (1101) lateral surfaces consistent
with the experimental indications. The atomistic
models of the pyramids are illustrated in Figure 3a
(Zn atoms are gray and O are red). By choice, we
considered first undoped neutral pyramids obtained
by replicating Zn2þ/O2� dimers and cutting along the
proper crystallographic planes. Charge neutrality im-
plies that Zn and O terminated lateral facets alternate
around the pyramid. The interatomic forces were
calculated according to a two-body Buckingham po-
tential that includes long-range electrostatic Coulomb
interactions. The ligandmolecules (see Figure 3a) were
modeled within an AMBER type potential and they
interact with the pyramid through van der Waals and
electrostatic forces between atomic partial charges
(see Methods for more details), thus bonding, disper-
sive, electrostatic and, in particular, the core�core
dispersive contribution were included in the model.
An efficient bidentate anchoring mechanism has been
found for the deprotonated carboxyl group of the
stearic acid and the Zn atoms of the surface
(consistent with literature).43 The density of ligand
molecules on the Zn basis was chosen approximately
as one chain per two adsorption sites corresponding to
a molecule�molecule distance within the organic film
of ∼0.6 nm (Figure 3a). This value is close to the
calculated optimal distance between the molecules
that minimizes the energy of an ordered freestanding
monolayer of parallel stearic acid chains (∼0.67 nm).
To study the SA process, we first considered the

interaction between two pyramids in the absence of
any ligands (Figure 3b). It is shown that the total
pyramid�pyramid interaction is repulsive at any dis-
tance (red curve) due to the strong electrostatic repul-
sion (blue curve) that largely dominates the very weak
core�core dispersive forces at shorter distances (green
curve). Accordingly, in order to have attraction, it is

Figure 3. (a) Model of ZnO pyramidwith a stearic acid layer covering the Zn terminated basis. Energy of two ZnO pyramids as
a function of their distance, without (b) and in the presence of stearic acid (c). The total configurational energy (red line) is the
sum of dispersive (vdw, green) and electrostatic (coul, blue line) contributions.
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mandatory to sizably reduce the coulomb term. By
introducing the ligands on the planes of the pyramides
as shown in Figure 3c, we found that their presence
enables the occurrence of a stable bound system, in
which the two pyramids are aligned and the stearate
molecules form an ordered interdigitated organic film in
between. The pyramids attract each other until they
reach the minimum energy distance corresponding
approximately to the ligandfilm thickness. Theattraction
is mainly due to the ligand�ligand interactions within
the two interdigitated organic layers for which the
calculated equilibrium distance is slightly longer than
the experimental one. This discrepancy canbe attributed
to different factors that are not considered in our model
and that can reduce the order of the polymeric film and
allow the tilt of themolecules such as disorder, tempera-
ture, different density of the ligands, or surface defects.
By starting from the bound state, we calculate the

total configurational energy (red line) per pyramid
dimer (see Figure 3c) as a function of the pyramid
distance. The two pyramids were rigidly separated and
for each distance, the corresponding energy was cal-
culated after a local atomic relaxation. A strong mini-
mumenergy (1.48 eV/mol) is found at around 2�2.5 nm
distance, consistent to the tight binding of the two
pyramids that vanishes at distances larger than 4 nm.
Thus, an overall energy gain of ∼1.7 eV/molecule is
obtained during the SA process and is need to be
overcome to disassemble the system.
As a next step, we calculated the effect of free

charges in the SA process. As shown earlier, free charge
carriers are generated during the Al doping inside the
ZnONCs filling up existing defect states inside the ZnO
and competing with already existing free charge car-
riers due to oxygen vacancies inside the NCs. It is likely
that the free chargeswill tend to redistribute in order to
screen the effective atomic charges of the ions. This
lowers the electrostatic repulsion between the pyra-
mids and favors the assembling. To demonstrate
quantitatively this effect, we considered first the effect
of screening on the interaction between two pyramids
in vacuo (Supporting Information Figure S9, left panel)
and without ligands (Supporting Information Figure S9,
right panel). The screening is obtained by rescaling of
the charges by a factor R > 1 (in Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S9 we reported the case R = 5). It is found
that under sufficiently strong screening conditions the
total pyramid�pyramid repulsion is lowered and the
interaction becomes attractive due to dispersive
core�core attraction. This shows that this screening
is favorable for assembling. However, the stabilizing
dispersive core�core forces are much weaker with
respect to the case of ligands. More importantly it
would induce a distance between the twinned ZnO
NCs as small as 0.3 nm, which is in discordance with a
much longer 1.5�2 nm separation expected in the
case of ligands and observed experimentally.

We also considered the effect of a change of the
dielectric constant on the interaction of pyramids. In
this way we can take into account the role of solvent
whose dielectric constant is typically different from
one. In absence of ligands the effect of the dielectric
function on the interaction is totally equivalent to the
screening of ZnO charges already discussed (Sup-
porting Information Figure.S2, b) considering that, in
the electrostatic interaction (∼ q2/4πε0) the charge
rescaling (q f q/R) is equivalent to increase the di-
electric function by a factor εr = R2. In presence of
ligands, an additional calculation is necessary. The case
εr = 1 (vacuo) corresponds to the data show in
Figure 3c. The total attractive interaction (red curve)
is due to the ligands that are able to screen the
coulomb term (blue line) and provides a large disper-
sive attraction (green). The case of larger dielectric
constant is reported in the right panel of Supporting
Information Figure S10 for εr = 4 (representative for the
solvents used for of SA observation). The coulomb term
is lowered by the dielectric constant but there is still a
remaining attractive total configurational energy per
pyramid dimer (∼1 eV/molecule) mainly due to dis-
persive interligand forces. Thus, we can conclude that
the crucial force counteracting the SA process is the
electrostatic repulsion between the Zn-terminated
cores, which can be strongly reduced by the presence
of free charges inside the NC as well as by the solvent,
both making the occurrence of SA process easier.
Interestingly, our simulations show that there could
be an initial small energy barrier during the process of
ligand intercalation of initially separate pyramids as
seen in Figure 3c. Since the synthesis of the ZnO
pyramids takes place at elevated temperature, it is
likely that this barrier is easily overcome thermally
during the synthesis. We also can assume from our
calculations that solvent or charge screening effects
reduces this barrier as shown in Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S10. To summarize, our simulations reveal
that the essential driving force accounting for the SA
process of the nanopyramids comes from the ligand�
ligand interaction between the bases of the nano-
pyramids that governs the SA process even in absence
of solvent or charge screening

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, by combining inorganic chemistry
with state-of-the art advanced scanning transmission
electron microscopy and electron tomography with
Model Potential Molecular Dynamics simulations, we
were able to obtain deeper insight in the nature of the
forces and their balance generating a tail-to-tail SA of
ZnO pyramids. From the synthetic side, we used Al
doping to finely tune the shape of the ZnO NCs and
found clear evidence that the SA of ZnO NCs is directly
related to their morphology. Only in the case of well-
developed nanopyramids with atomically flat bases,
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we observed a pronounced self-assembly into a tail-to-
tail configuration. From HAADF-STEM analyses, we
conclude that tail-to-tail SA of ZnO pyramids occurs
even in the presence of repulsing forces induced by the
opposite polarization in coupled pyramids. The Model
Potential Molecular Dynamics simulations considered
different parameters such as ligand forces, screening
effects arising from either free charges due to Al doping
of ZnO or from solvents. Our results reveal that the
essential parameter that controls the SA process of the
nanopyramides is the interactions between the ligands.

A tail-to-tail assembly is not likely to occur in the
absence of ligands. Thus, we obtain clear indications
that stearate monolayers at the base of the pyramids
introduce attractive forces between the pyramids,
allowing overcoming long-range electrostatic forces
between the pyramid dipoles and efficiently binding
the pyramids into a tail-to-tail configuration. This work
highlights the powerful combination of complementary
techniques in order to investigate the complex interplay
of material, morphology and ligand related driving
forces leading to self-assembly of nanocrystals.

METHODS

Synthesis of ZnO Nanopyramids. Zinc stearate (Zn(St)2), 1-octa-
decanol (ODA, 97%) and 1-octadecene (ODE, tech 90%) were
purchased from Alfa Aesar. Aluminum acetylacetonate
(Al(acac)3) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals
were used without further purification. The molar ratios of
Al(acac)3):Zn(St)2 were varied to adjust the final composition:
0:100 (pure ZnO), 3:97 (0.32% doped), 5:95 (0.75% doped), and
20:80 (1.2% doped). The ZnO NCs were synthesized following a
procedure developed by Zhizhen Ye et al.30 who used Mg, Cd
andNi dopant. The synthesis is adapted herewith a choice of an
appropriate aluminum precursor as doping agent to improve
the pyramidal morphology in order to get the SA. In a typical
procedure for preparing ZnO nanocrystals (0.75% doped),
0.95 mmol of Zn(St)2, 0.05 mmol of Al(acac)3 and 20g of ODE
were loaded in 100mL three-necked flask, degassed andheated
up to 270 �C under an argon flow. A separate solution contain-
ing 5g of ODE and 5mmol of ODA at 200 �Cwas rapidly injected
into the reaction flask under vigorous magnetic stirring. The
formation of the NCs is immediate but the reaction tempera-
ture, which dropped down to 245 �C due to the injection, was
allowed to rise to 270 �C by heating in 6 min and stabilized
afterward. Once this temperature was reached, the mixture was
kept at this temperature for additional 60 min and then cooled
to room temperature in ambient conditions. Next, 40 mL of
ethyl acetate was added to the reaction mixture in order to
precipitate the ZnO NCs from the solution. The NCs were
collected by centrifugation, followed by three washing steps
using toluene and methanol. The obtained surfactant-coated
ZnONCswere able to be redispersed in organic solvents such as
ODA, ODE, heptane, toluene or chloroform for characteriza-
tions. In all cases, nanopyramid twinning SA was observed for
0.32% Al-doped and 0.75% Al-doped nanopyramids, i.e., for the
NCs having near perfect pyramidal shapes.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. Dilute solutions of the parti-
cles in toluene were drop-casted onto a carbon-coated copper
TEM grid. Conventional bright-field TEM images were taken
using a FEI Tecnai F-20. Tilt series for tomography were
acquired in HAADF-STEM. Similar samples were placed in a
Fischione ultrahigh tilt tomography holder (model 2020) and
inserted into the same microscope operated at 200 kV. Image
acquisition was performed manually with an acquisition time
of 10 s per image. Images were acquired over an angular range
of �72� to þ74� with a tilt increment of 2�. This tilt series was
aligned using inspect3D. Reconstructions were performed
using either the iterative routine (SIRT) as implemented in
inspect3D or by applying the total variation minimization
technique (TVM) with a developed scripting based on com-
pressive sensing.58 3D visualizations were carried out using the
Amira software. The EDX maps were acquired with a chemiS-
TEM detector. Aberration corrected STEM experiments were
performed using a FEI TITAN “cubed” 80�300 transmission
electron microscope operated at 300 kV. The convergence
semiangle was 21mrad, the acceptance semiangle for HAADF-
STEMwas 41.5 mrad and the angular range for the ABF images
was 7.5�25.7 mrad.

Simulations. All the atomistic models were generated by
model potential molecular dynamics simulations by using the
DL_POLY_4 code44 and analyzed by using the VMD molecular
visualization program.45 The velocity-Verlet algorithm46 with a
time step as small as 0.5 fs was used to solve the equations of
motion.

The minimum energy configuration of the bound pyramids
was obtained by low temperature annealing (∼100 ps) plus
atomic forces relaxations based on standard conjugated
gradients algorithm.47

The stearic acid was modeled by the AMBER force field48

with AM1-BCC49 atomic partial charges. Atomic forces within
ZnO atoms consisted of Coulomb terms and Buckingham-type
two-body potential50,51 while hybrid organic�inorganic interac-
tions were described as the sum of Coulomb and Lennard-Jones
contributions. The Long-range electrostatic forces were calcu-
lated by a mesh Ewald algorithm52 and van der Waals interac-
tions were cutoff at 9.5 Å. The same theoretical scheme has
been widely applied in several hybrid nanosystems.53�57
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